The inverse problems of wave equation to recover unknown space-time dependent functions of wave speed and wave source are solved in this paper, without needing of initial conditions and no internal measurement of data being required. After a homogenization technique, a sequence of spatial boundary functions at least the fourth-order polynomials are derived, which satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions. The boundary functions and the zero element constitute a linear space, and then a new boundary functional is proved in the linear space, of which the energy is preserved for each dynamic energetic boundary function. The linear systems and iterative algorithms used to recover unknown wave speed and wave source functions with the dynamic energetic boundary functions as bases are developed, which converge fast at each time step. The input data are parsimonious, merely the measured boundary strains and the boundary values and slopes of unknown functions to be recovered. The accuracy and robustness of present methods are confirmed by comparing exact solutions with estimated results under large noises up to 20%.
Introduction
Studying the wave motions is a very important topic for many physical and engineering problems, for instance the stress wave in solids, the wave propagation in fluids, the scattering problems of electromagnetic waves, and the sound wave propagation in media. For the direct problems of wave equations there are many available methods and the techniques are matured; for example, Lin et al. [1] have developed a fast solver of the three-dimensional wave equation by using the sparse scheme of the method of fundamental solutions, and Liu et al. [2] have developed a multiple-direction Trefftz method for solving the three-dimensional wave equation in arbitrary spatial domain.
In contrast, the parameter characterizing of material property distributed in a solid medium may be quite complicated, which depends on time and position. The inverse scattering technique is how we can obtain a large part of our information about the constituent. We know about the interior structure of the earth by solving the inverse problem of determining the sound speed by measuring the travel times of seismic waves. The inverse scattering technique is also used in the non-destructive testing of structures to find cracks and corrosion.
For the problems of material property identification of wave equations there are two kinds of approaches: time-independent approach and time-dependent approach. In fact, most often the inverse scattering problems are stated in a time-independent formulation after taking a Fourier transformation in the time variable, or inserting a time-harmonic plane wave into the wave equations. However, when the material is time aging, such as the viscoelastic material, whose
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coefficient may be time-dependent, and hence the time-independent approach is not valid for the identification of time-dependent material coefficient. In the time-domain approach of the inverse scattering problems, there is some literature related to the present issue, to name a few, Baev [3] [4] [5] , Tadi [6] [7] [8] , and Na and Kallivokas [9] .
The parameter identification in partial differential equations from over-specified data is widely encountered in the modelling of physical phenomena. First, we consider an inverse coefficient problem to recover an unknown parameter ) , ( The inverse problems are those in which one would like to determine the causes for an observed effect, which are usually ill-posed. For the present inverse problem, the observed effect is the boundary strains. We are interested to search the unknown coefficient ) , ( t x α in Eq. (1), which causes the effect we observe through the measurement of boundary strains in time.
However, using Eqs. (1)- (3) to recover the unknown space-time wave speed ) , ( t x α is a very difficult task, because the system in Eqs. (1)- (3) is seriously under-determined, and the resulting inverse problem is severely ill-posed. For this inverse wave speed problem, the measurement error may lead to a large discrepancy from the true cause. The numerical methods for solving the wave speed identification problems have been examined by many researchers, for example Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Note that we do not need the data from the initial displacement and initial velocity, which are drastically different from that in the above numerical methods.
It is known that the wave equation constitutes a hyperbolic system, of which there are some works on the identifications of the point sources [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This study has important application in the seismology detection, which could be regarded as an approximation of elastic waves generated from the point dislocation. The excitation force is assumed to have known time profile, and the problem is to determine the spatial variation from supplementary measurements.
Here we attempt to accurately and quickly identify the wave speed function and wave source function sequentially in time by solving the inverse wave propagation problems without needing of initial conditions, final time displacement, and internal measurements of displacement data. This identification technique can find some wide range applications in engineering and science, since it is often easier to measure the boundary strains in time, rather than that to directly measure the displacement inside the propagating material. Due to its importance on the knowledge to the wave propagation properties and wave sources for new materials used in many system analyses, these inverse problems have attracted much attention.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a new idea of the boundary functional in terms of energetic boundary functions, which constitute a linear space of all polynomial functions with at least the fourth-order, to automatically satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions. In Section 3 we derive the iterative algorithm to recover the unknown wave speed functions and four examples are given in Section 4. Then, we derive the iterative algorithm to recover the unknown space-time dependent wave source functions in Section 5, where three numerical examples are given. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Dynamic Energetic Functional of Boundary Functions
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (1) 
and using the integration by parts one time we can derive
where, the boundary conditions in Eqs. (2) and (3) were used. The above the superimposed dot denotes the time differential, while a prime denotes the spatial differential. The resulting equation is a dynamic energy equation due to its time-dependence. This encourages us to use the energy functional as a mathematical tool to identify ) , ( t x α . Usually, the given data in Eq. (2) are not zero, which leaves us an obstacle to set up a linear space to be introduced below. Before embarking the analysis of wave speed we seek a variable transformation by
is a homogenization function, such that we have a new energy functional in terms of ) , ( t x v with the homogeneous boundary conditions for 2 ) (
They are at least the fourth-order polynomial boundary functions, satisfying the following homogeneous boundary conditions:
From Eqs. (9) and (10) 
where, 
Up to here it is witnessed to determine the multiplier j γ by using the energy functional in Eq. [ ]
Recovering the Wave Speed
We suppose that the unknown wave speed function ) , ( t x α can be expanded in terms of the bases functions ) (x E k : (ii) For , , 
where, s is the intensity of measurement errors, assumed to be the same for all measurements, and 
Example 1
First, we consider 
Example 2
Then, we consider [ ] 
Example 3
In this example we recover a space-time-dependent wave speed function, given by ( ) Number of iterations 
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(a)
Number of iterations 
Example 4
In this example we recover another space-time-dependent wave speed function by ( ) Sometimes we may encounter the problem that the wave source function in the wave equation is unknown. To resolve such an inverse wave source problem by using the control results of distributed systems was ever conducted by Yamamoto [21, 22] , Bruckner and Yamamoto [23] , and Yamamoto and ZHANG [24] . In higher dimensional domains the reciprocity gap functional technique leads to the reconstruction of smoother unknown sources by using the boundary observations [17, 20] . Komornik and Yamamoto [18] have determined the positions of point sources in a one-dimensional wave equation, and later the estimation results are extended to multi-dimension in Ref. [19] . Most researchers are concerned with the determination of point sources. Liu et al. [25] have developed a differencing technique to generate a small scale linear system to recover the spatial-dependent or temporal-dependent wave sources. Liu [26] has developed a boundary integral equation method to recover the term-wise separable wave source function, and Liu [27] has developed a polynomial Trefttz method to recover the time-dependent wave source function. We will continue the BFM for the recovery of a space-time dependent wave source by using two extra strains measured on two boundaries. 
Numerical Algorithm to
where, [ ]
The numerical procedures of BFM for recovering unknown wave source function are summarized as follows. 
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Example 7
Finally, we recover a very complex non-separable and space-time dependent wave source function generated from 
Conclusions
In this paper, a dynamic energy identity derived from the wave equation was used to set up a linear space of the energetic boundary functions, which not only satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions but also preserve the energy in time. In terms of the energetic boundary functions as bases to expand the unknown wave speed, we have transformed the inverse coefficient problem to recover the space-time dependent wave speed into a linear system to determine the expansion coefficients of the unknown wave speed. On the other hand, we have transformed the inverse problem to recover the space-time dependent wave source function into solving a linear system to determine the expansion coefficients of the unknown function at each time step. Therefore, we can fast recover the unknown functions in the linear space, which are supplemented with extra boundary data of time-dependent strains and the boundary values of the unknown functions to be recovered. Seven examples confirmed the efficiency and accuracy of the presented BFMs, of which the convergence is only through a few iterations at each time step. To the best knowledge of authors, in the literature there exists no such a similar work which can recover the space-time dependent wave speed and wave source functions only through the boundary measurements of strains, without needing to know the initial conditions and internal over-specified conditions of ) , ( t x u .
